“Dog Food” Treats
Ingredients:
12.8 oz box of rice squares cereal
3/4 cup creamy peanut butter
1 1/2 cups vegan chocolate chips
2 cups vegan powdered sugar

Directions:
Set out two sheets of wax paper on your countertop, each one about three feet in
length.
Mix the chocolate and peanut butter together in a small saucepan over low-medium
heat. While that is melting together, pour the cereal into two separate large bowls to
enable ample room when stirring later. Once the chocolate mixture is smooth and
combined, turn off the heat and remove. Pour the mixture over the cereal, taking care
to approximate half of the mixture for each bowl, but not stressing over being exactly
precise. With a long-handled wooden spoon, mix the cereal around, folding gently as to
not break the squares, until evenly coated.
Once all cereal is coated, pour it out onto the wax paper. Using a sieve or duster, shake
the powdered sugar evenly over all of the cereal mixture until you have used up all of
the sugar. Pull the ends of the wax paper upward and “roll” the cereal back and forth to
coat it more evenly. If this proves too messy (sometimes it jumps off the sheet) then just
pour it back into the bowl and stir to coat.
Once coated, the snack is finished! Serve it up in a clean dog dish for maximum
presentation effect. : )

About the recipe.. .
This recipe is totally vegan and totally fun, but maybe not as wholesome and healthy as I’d like. It makes a very
large amount, making it perfect for company or a party where you can share it all around and not eat the whole
amount yourself in only four days like I did. heh.
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